Train Time: Photo Detail
Level 2
cab
smokestack
boiler
spikes
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tie
sky
caboose
flag
hat
boots
coupler
clouds
train
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lock
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headlights
guard
whistle
cowcatcher
tender
gorge
train
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Level 3
loud whistle
sand box
brass bell
white steam
black smoke
orange car
blue sky
long train
dusty soil
cab window
fuel tanks
three wheels
container cars
signal light
control box
identification numbers
closed door
mountain peak
oil can
red handles
largest gauge
engineer’s cab
black boiler
red wheels
lower headlights
front coupler
fuel tank

distant mountains
arriving train
departing train
Level 4
bridge over the water
curving to the left
stacked railroad ties
the engineer’s cap
the striped overalls
the window sill
the green bushes
the old-fashioned baggage cart
the man and the boy
brake wheel with spokes
ladder with rungs
cupola with windows
the first fuel tank
the second fuel tank
the third fuel tank
the rear facing horn
the forward facing horns
the locomotive identification number
the left check-rail
the frog at the junction
the right check-rail
the ladder on the left
the ladder on the right
the lights between the locomotives
the front bulkhead of the flat car
the loaded bed of the flat car

the stacked lumber
the railroad crossbuck sign on the left
the railroad crossbuck sign on the right
the fallen branch in the grass
Level 5
The headlight is golden.
The front wall of the engine is silver.
The man’s jacket is red.
The dirty yellow box car is first.
The gondola car carrying scrap metal is in the middle.
The black tank car is last.
The water tower holds the water for the steam engine.
They will lower the boom to put water in the tender.
The diesel locomotive is pulling out of the shed.
The roller coaster is speeding down the track.
The palm trees are far below.
The roller coaster casts a shadow on the grass.
The hood is in the front of the car.
The doors are in the middle of the car.
The spare tire is at the back of the car.
The cable car on the left is full of passengers.
The orange traffic cone means, “Be careful!”
The cable car on the right is empty.
The journal box is in the center of the wheel.
The springs help smooth the ride.
The rail is made of steel.
The two buckets are silver.
The rusty spikes are between the buckets.
The black bucket is on the edge.
The yellow cab is on the first locomotive.

The fuel tank is on the second locomotive.
The red cab is on the last locomotive.
The nearest locomotive is number 2021.
The second locomotive is facing backwards.
The third locomotive is farthest away.
Level 6
He is looking out the window.
It is a striped, green seat.
She is looking out the window.
He is wearing a hat.
He is the tallest boy.
He has blond hair.
It is puffing steam.
It is the number 2.
It is a sign that says, “road”.
He is looking ahead.
It is shining brightly.
It is a warning sign on the building.
He is lowering the boom.
It is a boom.
He is below the boom.
It is an awning to shade the driver.
He is wearing a hat on his head.
He has a glove on his left hand.
He is carrying a duffel bag.
He is wearing a red jacket.
She is getting off of the train.
She is collecting tickets.
He is loading his bike.
He is wearing a blue shirt.

It is a brake line hose.
He is switching the track.
It is a signal control box.
They are buying tickets.
He is next in line.
She is last in line.

